
frequencies. At the lower frequency (1152 UT), the wave
was right-hand polarized on the low-latitude side of the
resonance region (where the precipitation was ob-
served). The higher frequency wave (1159 UT) exhibited
left-hand polarization at all stations.

An examination of the interplanetary plasma and
magnetic field data for times surrounding this event has
not revealed definitive evidence of structures likely to
have triggered a sudden change in wave properties
within the magnetosphere.

A possible interpretation of this event may lie in the
suggestion by Orr and Matthew (1971) that double res-
onance peaks in the magnetic pulsation spectrum at L

4 with frequencies similar to those observed here are
consistent with plasma density changes at the plasma-
pause. The relationship of Siple Station to the plasma-
pause for this event remains to be determined. However,
this and other events being studied indicate that ultra-
low-frequency (ULF) hydromagnetic waves play an im-
portant role in modulating the flux of precipitated en-
ergetic electrons.

This work has been supported in part by National
Science Foundation grants DPP 74-01704, DPP 76-82041,

and ATM 77-22937 to the University of Maryland. Ad-
ditional support for balloon operations in Canada was
provided by the Office of Naval Research under contract
N00014-67-A-0239-0033. Bell Laboratories thanks the
National Science Foundation for logistics support for the
Siple Station measurements and H. Chivers for coop-
eration in the riometer data acquisition.
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Rocket investigation of naturally
and artificially triggered electron

precipitation near the
plasmapause

D. L. MATTHEWS

Institute for Physical Science and Technology
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

Among the most significant research achievements at
Siple Station have been the discoveries that naturally
triggered emissions of magnetospheric waves at a few
kilohertz can cause the precipitation of electrons into the
atmosphere (Rosenberg, Helliwell, and Katsu frakis,
1971), as well as that the Stanford transmitter can trigger
magnetospheric wave emissions (Helliwell and Katsuf-
rakis, 1974).

These processes are probably resonant electron cyclo-
tron interactions that occur near the equator, but the
detailed physics is not understood. Furthermore, the
affected electrons have been observed only indirectly by
the effects of the precipitated component on the atmos-
phere, such as bremsstrahlung X-rays. The effects of the
transmitter on electrons have not yet been observed at
all. Any transmitter-induced wave amplification must be
accompanied at least by the scattering in angle of some
of the magnetos pherically trapped electrons. Observa-

tions of this scattering in both natural and artificial
events would increase understanding of the resonant in-
teraction, which is likely to be crucial in such phenomena
as microbursts and more broadly as it affects the stability
of electron trapping in planetary magnetospheres.

A test rocket was launched into a class I post-breakup
aurora in Norway in January 1978. High-voltage break-
down occurred and a door failed to eject; otherwise the.
vehicle and instrumentation performed well and ob-
tained significant scientific data. Appropriate redesign
and testing have been done to eliminate the observed
failure modes.

In this flight, electrons from 20 to over 200 kiloelec-
tronvolts were observed within an aurora! arc. The pres-
ence of the highest energies clearly indicates that other
processes besides DC electric fields are operative in au-
rora! precipitation. The STARE auroral radar was in op-
eration at the time through the cooperation of the Max-
Planck Institute for Aeronomy at Lindau, West Ger-
many. Correlation of the radar and particle data is still
in progress.

The program to observe the waves and electrons di-
rectly using Nike-Tomahawk sounding rockets will take
place at Siple Station in the austral summer of 1979-80.
The rocket instruments will make comprehensive mea-
surements of electron pitch angles and energies and of
electric and magnetic fields over a wide frequency range.
The instruments have been significantly improved over
the January 1978 test rocket, especially in the addition
of a common automatic gain control system for the wave
measurements, which will enable the Poynting vector to
be extracted from the data.

Besides the Nike-Tomahawk rocket payloads, balloons
will be launched at both Siple Station and Roberval with
X-ray bremsstrahlung, very low frequency (VLF), and
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electric field instrumentation. Arcas rockets with X-ray
payloads will be launched at Siple Station. The Jupiter
transmitter will be a key facility at Siple Station together
with VLF observation and direction finding (DF) at both
Siple Station and Roberval. Special transmitter pro-
grams will be designed for use during the rocket flights.
Magnetometer and riometer observations will be made
at both sites. All this information will be available at the
main Siple Station to assist in launch decisions.

The program will involve a high degree of cooperative
effort among many institutions from several countries.

This work is supported by NASA and by National Sci-
ence Foundation grants DPP 75-03516 and DPP 77-
22401.
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The Polar Research Board (PRB) advises the U.S. Gov-
ernment on research in the antarctic and arctic regions
and adheres to the International Council of Scientific
Unions' Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
(SCAR), on behalf of the National Academy of Sciences.
During the last year, the Board and its subgroups met
14 times, issued 4 reports, and participated in the XVth
meeting of SCAR and in 12 meetings of SCAR subgroups.
This article is limited to the Board's antarctic activities.

International Activities. Over the past year, the Board,
through SCAR, continued to participate in the develop-
ment of an international scientific research program to
provide a basis for wise management of the living re-
sources of the southern ocean, to develop studies of the
possible environmental effects of mineral resource ex-
ploration and exploitation in Antarctica, and to review
recent developments in antarctic geology and geophys-
ics, including mineral resources.

The XVth meeting of SCAR was held in Chamonix,
France, May 1978, marking the twentieth anniversary
Of SCAR, and its first growth in membership. Poland and
the Federal Republic of Germany were added to the
following 12 original member-countries: Argentina,
Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand,

Norway, South Africa, United Kingdom, Union of So-
viet Socialist Republics, and the United States of Amer-
ica. The delegates discussed the present and future re-
lationships between SCAR, the Antarctic Treaty nations
and concerned intergovernmental organizations. Look-
ing to the future, the delegates asked the officers to
review and revise as appropriate SCAR'S statement of
purpose and acknowledged that additional financial
support would be required for support of its growing
activities. Plans were initiated for SCAR XVI, which will
be held in New Zealand, October 1980.

The SCAR Group of Specialists on Living Resources of
the Southern Oceans, cosponsored by the Scientific
Committee on Oceanic Research (SC0R), the Advisory
Committee of Experts on Marine Resources Research
(ACMRR) of the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization,
and the International Association of Biological Ocean-
ographers (IAB0), continued to refine and develop plans
for the Biological Investigations of Marine Antarctic Systems
and Stocks (BIOMASS) Program. BIOMASS has been en-
dorsed by SCAR, SCOR, the Intergovernmental Oceano-
graphic Commission (ioc), the ACMRR, and the Antarctic
Treaty Nations. BIOMASS is the first coordinated inter-
national research program to provide a sound basis for
the wise management of living resources of the southern
ocean. The principal scientific focus will be on antarctic
krill, the largest under-exploited marine resource in the
world and the key species in the food web linking pri-
mary producers with ultimate consumers. The NSF re-
quested Academy assistance in evaluating the current
U.S. antarctic marine ecosystem research program, de-
veloping a recommended program for biological ocean-
ographic research in the Antarctic, and selecting and
supporting U.S. scientists to participate in international
BIOMASS scientific and planning activities. The PRB,
jointly with the Ocean Sciences Board (0SB), which
serves as the U.S. National Committee for SCOR, are es-
tablishing a joint committee under the chairmanship of
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